Thanks to the built-in Wi-Fi wireless technology, the DNP-730AE connects to the internet through your home network, opening up a world of music from internet radio stations, as well as streaming subscription service Spotify via very latest Spotify Connect scheme. With AirPlay, you can enjoy listening to your favourite tracks wirelessly from your portable iOS device, including iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. DLNA 1.5 certification lets you connect to your PC or Mac via your home network wired or wirelessly for additional streaming capabilities.
Built-in Wi-Fi and AirPlay, DLNA

Thanks to the built-in Wi-Fi wireless technology, the DNP-730AE connects to the internet through your home network, opening up a world of music from internet radio stations, as well as streaming subscription service Spotify via very latest Spotify Connect scheme. With AirPlay, you can enjoy listening to your favourite tracks wirelessly from your portable iOS device, including iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. DLNA 1.5 certification lets you connect to your PC or Mac via your home network wirelessly for additional streaming capabilities. Our Denon Hi-Fi Remote App lets you easily control the DNP-730AE with your favourite portable device, and is available for Apple and Android devices.

High quality sound engineering

Denon engineers used rigorous listening tests to select the parts for the DNP-730AE’s high sound quality. It has been fitted with high-precision 32-bit, 192-kHz D/A converter PCM1795 by Burr Brown used in premium class Denon CD Players. This converter lets you enjoy minute details of music with remarkable clarity, including the acoustic resonances of concert halls. Signal paths have been made thoroughly simple and straight to ensure a pure playback sound. The minimization of signal paths prevents signal degradation between circuits. A jitter reducer has been employed to care for an even more accurate and pure sound reproduction.

Universal playback of digital music files

The DNP-730AE can playback nearly any digital audio format available, from a USB memory or through the network connection. The list of file types include lossy formats like MP3, WMA and AAC, but also lossless formats including ALAC, AIFF, WAV and FLAC HD (up to 24 bit, 192 kHz). Moreover, the DNP-730AE can even playback DSD files (in 2.8MHz and 5.6MHz resolution) over DLNA streaming. DSD is becoming popular among audiophiles around the world. Gapless playback is also available for DSD, WAV, FLAC, AIFF and ALAC files.

NEW FEATURES

- Supports Hi-res Audio formats (DSD, FLAC/WAV/AIFF 192-kHz/24-bit, ALAC)
- Wi-Fi and Spotify Connect support
- Gapless playback of DSD, WAV, FLAC, AIFF and ALAC
- High quality 192kHz/32bit DAC (PCM1795)
- Wi-Fi (supporting high-speed 11n standard)
- 3-line OLED

STATE-OF-THE-ART DENON SOLUTIONS

FOR MAXIMISING CONTENT QUALITY

- “Simple & straight” circuit design and minimum signal path, to optimise performance in sound quality
- Strictly selected parts for rich, open, detailed sound
- High precision 32-bit 192 kHz digital to analogue conversion
- Jitter reducer for pure audio playback

EASE-OF-USE

- Front USB input for iPhone/iPod and USB memory
- Support for Wi-Fi Sharing with iOS device
- Support for WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup)
- Supports WMM (Wi-Fi Multimedia)
- 3-line large OLED for clear and wide view
- Remote App can also control Denon Amps/CD Player via Remote out connection
- ECO Friendly: Auto standby, low power consumption in standby mode
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